# XOOM Energy Pennsylvania, LLC
## Natural Gas Variable Rate Supplier Contract Summary

This document summarizes the key terms of your contract with XOOM Energy Pennsylvania, LLC ("XOOM").

### Natural Gas Supplier Information
You have chosen XOOM as your natural gas supplier. XOOM is not affiliated with your natural gas distribution company ("NGDC"). XOOM's charges for natural gas supply will appear on your utility bill separate and apart from your NGDC's charges for delivering your natural gas. Your NGDC will continue to deliver your natural gas, read your meter, send your bill, and make necessary repairs.

XOOM ENERGY PENNSYLVANIA, LLC
11208 Statesville Road, Suite 200, Huntersville, NC 28078
1-888-997-8979
customercare@xoomenergy.com
www.xoomenergy.com

### Price Structure
Your rate for gas purchases will be a variable rate, per Mcf, that may change on a monthly basis, plus taxes, if applicable.

Your variable rate may fluctuate and may be higher or lower than your local utility. Your rate is based upon a number of factors, which may include but not be limited to, the fluctuation of wholesale commodity costs or other components of wholesale prices (including but not limited to capacity related costs, fluctuations in energy supply and demand, and weather patterns) and XOOM's pricing strategies. There is no cap on your variable rate, and there is no limit on how much the price may change from one billing cycle to the next. You will receive notice of variable prices changes when the price takes effect (i.e. when you receive the bill with that price).

### Natural Gas Supply Price
Your initial rate under this contract is $2.9900 per Mcf. This initial, introductory, rate will be in effect for 2 billing cycle(s). For the following 1 billing cycle your rate will be $2.9900 and thereafter, your rate will vary month to month based on the factors described above.

### Statement Regarding Savings
XOOM's variable rate for natural gas supply may be higher or lower than your NGDC's price in any particular month, and there is no guarantee of savings.

### Deposit Requirements
XOOM does not require any deposit

### Contract Start Date
The Term of this Agreement will begin with your first meter read by your local utility following your enrollment with XOOM.

### Contract Term/Length
This is a month to month contract.

### Cancellation/Early Termination Fees
You may cancel this agreement at any time, with no cancellation fees.

### End of Contract
This Contract will continue until terminated by either party.